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SMEs need to be aware of the importance of cybersecurity in supporting
the growth of their business and protecting it from online harm.

Recognising the importance of the message:

The Trade Secrets (Enforcement etc) Regulations 2018 brought into force EU Directive 2016/943 
on the protection of undisclosed know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their
unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure. 

All businesses, whatever their size, hold trade secret data and this valuable data is vulnerable to 
online attack. In terms of the scale of this problem, research would suggest that 1-3% of GDP is 
lost each year to trade secret theft or misappropriation, with circa. 18% or more of that loss
targeted against small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

Indeed a recent survey carried out by the Federation of Small Business found that 5.4 million of 
UK small businesses are collectively attacked more than 7 million times each year resulting in a 
staggering annual loss to the UK economy of £5.26bn, with the Institute of Directors estimating 
an average cost to SMEs of £25,000 for dealing with each cyberattack. 

When introducing this Directive the EU
Commission recognised that whereas large 
businesses may value trade secrets as much as 
patents and other forms of intellectual
property, SMEs value and rely on trade secrets 
even more. 537 firms surveyed by the EU
Commission counted commercial bid documents 
and contracts as their most valuable trade
secret data but research out of the U.S.A
identifies technical information and know-how, 
internal business information and customer lists 
as the most likely trade secrets to be stolen.
Furthermore, in over 90% of trade
secrets cases analysed in the U.S.A. the
defendant was an employee, or former
employee or otherwise a business partner.
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In response IP Wales (£4m award-winning business 
support initiative operating out of Welsh Academia) 
has launched a new cybercrime initiative 2017-
2020, the aim of which is to help SMEs to protect 
their IP online. 

99% of businesses in Wales are small & medium 
sized enterprises (SMEs), 95% of which employ less 
than 10 people (mSMEs). We have worked closely 
with the UK IPO to raise levels of awareness and
understanding of intellectual assets, allowing
businesses to make informed commercial choices 
about protecting these assets, and to help SMEs
sustain and grow their businesses, by integrating an
intellectual assets strategy into the heart of their
business plan. Since our launch in June 2002, we 
have provided strategic advice to over 750 clients, 
helping to capture and protect 205 patents, 60 
trade marks and 12 industrial designs around the 
World and furnished financial support for 25 IP 
licensing deals. In recognition of our achievements the
Director of IP Wales was seconded to work for the SME Division at the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO).

In the first instance previous IP Wales grant recipients with a strong online presence were
targeted to apply for staged funding (up to £2K max.), an offer which was then extended to the 
SME clients of Wales based cybersecurity professionals:-

• Stage One: reimbursement towards the first certification cost for Cyber Essentials
(the UK government’s minimum standard for IP cybersecurity); 

• Stage Two: reimbursement towards the first certification cost for Cyber Essentials Plus; 

• Stage Three: reimbursement towards the cost of Incident Response and Disaster Recovery 
Planning.



Reading the IP Wales SME Guide to IP Cybersecurity, which is underpinned by
academic research1 , has resulted in each of the following businesses seeking to 

adopt new methodologies and processes to protect their online
commercial activities:–

Castell Howell Foods Limited
Head of IT: Paul Rankin

“Having read the IP Wales SME Guide to Cybersecurity, 
we decided to increase our protection to Cyber Essentials 
Plus to reduce the risk of being infiltrated or having data 
breaches in line with GDPR. With an ever-increasing rise 
in cybercrime it makes sense to do as much as we can to 
prevent attacks on our company.

I can honestly say that I feel much more confident in our 
security now and would highly recommend others to carry 
out this process.”

Boyns Information Systems
Director: Robert Boyns

“Reading the IP Wales SME Guide to IP Cybersecurity 
helped increase our awareness on the importance of 
cyber security in the field intellectual property. As a result, 
we have adopted new methodologies and processes to 
allow Boyns Information Systems to grow our cyber
security infrastructure, whilst protecting us from online 
harm. Being awarded the IP Wales grant assisted our bid 
to achieve the Cyber Essentials Plus accreditation,
preparing us more fully to mitigate any cyber-attack.”

Impact on the economy, commerce and their 
organisational & technological impacts:

1  Beale A., Ratcliffe S., Tettenborn A., The Protection of Data in our Digital Age [2017] Journal of Business Law, Volume 6, 
2017 p. 461 – “Data, as information in digital form, is the fuel which drives the current information age and recognising 
it as an important intellectual asset of the business today, this Article explores the legal and other forms of protection of 
data in our digital age.” Further research has been undertaken for publication in Professional Journals in relation to the 
online protection of undisclosed information (Article 39 of the amended TRIPS Agreement), see Chartered Institute of 
Patent Attorneys Journal, January 2018, Volume 47, Number 1, Page 14 Cybercrime: Welsh Initiative should be a
wake-up call across the UK



Benchmark Skincare Limited
(Managing Director: Peter Friswell)

“By seeking to be certified for Cyber Essentials will enable our business to become “GDPR compliant, 
protect itself from phising emails, protect itself from external cyberattacks, creating an effective and 
robust backup data storage process.”

CCTV Wales Limited
(Compliance Supervisor: Steve Gallagher)

“…to ensure that all customer data and company information is properly protected allowing the
company to enhance their service and support Cybersecurity in the area.”

Cadmhas Limited
(Director of Services: Elfed Williams)

“We are a registered charity and company limited by guarantee and as the Director of Services of
CADMHAS I have a duty of care and responsibility to both my Directors, Staff and Service Users that 

we mitigate the threat of a Cyber Attack. I have spoken to our suppliers
Boyns Information Systems Ltd., and they have assured me that by following the 5 pillars of the Cyber 

Essentials Scheme this will help towards my goal of having a system secured to government guidelines. 
By having the certification and adhering to it, I will be able to focus on the development of our day to 

day operations and plan towards the future with a good IT foundation to move forward.”

David W.Harris & Co. Solicitors
(Practice Manager: Neil Startup)

“We are now in the process of undertaking risk analysis and management relating to cyber security. We 
have updated our internal governance to include more detail on IT security, such as: maintenance of an 
asset register to include the addition or removal of any assets, Updated IT security and systems policies, 
Implementation of remote access control, Implementation of a protocol to manage remote devices 
with access to exchange accounts, Implementation of server password policies, Implementation of
automatic screen lock down through user inactivity, Introduction of periodic penetration testing,
Password Protection introduced for all electronic documents.”

Masons Moving Group Limited
(Financial Controller: Robert Power)

“Protecting the business from online harm is of paramount importance and the Guide has enabled us 
to implement new security and knowledge to ensure cyber threats are eliminated. These new systems 

will be monitored frequently and updated when necessary.”



Daydream Education
(Operations Director: Wesley Paetel)

“Reviewing and updating all internal cybersecurity awareness and reporting processes, reviewing all 
third-party anti-virus and malware applications, ensuring system security is reviewed regularly, and 
reviewing our disaster recovery processes as well as educating staff members about the dangers of 
cybersecurity and how to become more aware of threats.”

Guardian Property Services Limited
(Business Development: Lauren Thomas)

“It’s apparent that cybersecurity should be a priority of any business, irrespective of size. Having the 
right level of knowledge and preparation is vital to minimise and control damage, as well as an

understanding of the consequences of a breach and how to recover.”

Masons Self Storage Limited
(Marketing Manager: James Mason)

“The Guide has been extremely helpful in helping our business truly understand the impact
cyberattacks can have on a small business. We have ensured brand new office procedures have been 
put in place with efficient regimes of how we hold and process all types of data.”

PLF Wealth Management Limited
(Director: Jeremy Freeman)

“Your Guide has made me appreciate the myriad of potential cybersecurity attacks that my small firm 
has to be aware of, and the steps we as a company need to take to protect our data and network from 
becoming a victim of these attacks. As a small business our in the financial services arena, we control 

large amounts of personal data and sensitive data which could make us a viable target to such attacks.”

The Business Centre (Cardiff) Limited
(Centre Manager: Emma Mason)

“Reading the Guide has given me great knowledge on how to protect our business from online harm. 
Using this knowledge has enabled us to put new office processes and procedures in place to ensure 
that we are protected. We have looked closely at how we hold and process our data.”



Views from the
Cybersecurity professionals

Karl Greenfield (Capital Network Solutions)

“The recent epidemic of successful auto-ransomware attacks against SMEs mandates awareness 
training and Cyber Essentials / Plus controls as a first tier of defence for the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of trade secrets and other valuable data.”

Damon Rands (Wolfberry)

“We recently engaged with a research and development client, they were concerned with their
exposure to external attack. Within 48 hours of us installing our Akela active threat detection, one 

single external access point was attacked over 1,500 times (see image of these attacks below), 
from all over the world!

Knowledge is power and companies of all sizes and industries
need to be aware of their threat landscape.”
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